CROSSWORD
No. 16,050 Set by MONK

ACROSS
8 Very small opening in peace pipe (4)
9 Problem in building slope – digs in loose filling (6,4)
10 Caught short by latrine, bum that works off wind (8)
11 Master that's terrible outside county (6)
12 Cheers copper audibly (3,3)
13 Mammal for whom colonials provide fare (3-5)
15 Having landed, pain when laid up? (7)
17 Loath to embrace daughter that's contrary (7)
20 Very reliant on shifting break (8)
22 Manageable, to a great degree, after democrat drops two places (6)
24 Body of troops, one in Trafalgar? (6)
26 Exile, not initially free, opted for resettlement (8)
27 Cartoon of clown's jaunt (5,5)
28 Short female dropping some cheese (4)

DOWN
1 Have an inclination to accept German song after extremely nice English one (6,4)
2 Lively place in Skye visited regularly (6)
3 Manoeuvre round, blocking General Wellington (4,4)
4 Leaves in this, perhaps, soon after first light (3-4)
5 Entire version of bible covered in one play (6)
6 Drink offered by first guy getting bargains galore? (5,3)
7 Spruce sticks sent over (4)
14 Leisurely, loose diet, so take your time (4,4,2)
16 Angel of a girl feeding young single male (8)
18 Provincial county churchwarden that falls into gutter (8)
19 Early jazz genre rejected in England, according to Aussies (3,4)
21 Run away from seal and disappear (6)
23 Echo new decoration around queen's dress (6)
25 Instrument got broken, the odd bits splitting (4)

Solution 16,049
COQUE TELISHILY
GHUYIHA
OVERATE BLOLIOM
CRISIOSA
NOVELLO ARTWORK
TELICE EEE
HOLED KEBRIDGE
EEKEN
FOXHUNTER JIVED
RBTS BUES
ISONOMY ROSTRUM
TEXPEIT SEE
ZIONISM DRA YAGE
NAEEMCT
PE NANT STONE

JOTTER PAD